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As a Computer Systems and Networking researcher, I design and build reliable, scalable, secure, and easy-
to-use real-world networked systems. My research style is to first determine the real-world problems in computer
networking, understand the practical constraints, then develop scalable and efficient solutions by redesigning the
division of labor across network entities (e.g., hosts, network core, central management system, etc.) using emerging
technologies. Subsequently, I build systems and open source the code with easy to use APIs for other researchers and
developers.

My recent research centers around answering questions posed in making networks manage themselves. The enor-
mous increase in the number of connected devices (e.g., IoTs), users of online services (e.g., Twitter, Google, etc),
and latency-sensitive applications (e.g., Virtual and augmented reality) resulted in tremendous growth in the size of
networks. Solving network-management problems in real time becomes increasingly difficult with a human in the
middle and ever growing user expectations for high availability, security, real-time experience, and ubiquitous access.
An alternative for making network management easier while meeting the demands of modern applications is to work
on an ambitious goal of self-driving networks are able to manage themselves with minimal human involvement.

However, practically deployable self-driving networks that need to measure, analyze, and control themselves have
largely remained unrealized. Toward making the self-driving network a reality, I have revisited division of labor across
network entities. Using exciting emerging networking technologies (e.g., SDN, P4 switches, smartNICs, OpenFlow)
that enabled programmability deeper in the network (e.g., Hardware switches in the core, Software switches at the
edge), I have developed: (1) CherryPick [7], PathDump [8], and SwitchPointer [9] that look across the network entities
for right division of labor to get fine-grained information on short timescales and understand what is going on in the
network; (2) Scout [10] to look across the entities to detect and localize errors causing the mismatch between expected
and actual network behavior; and (3) Contra [6] to automate whole control-loop (i.e., measure, analyze, and control)
by synthesizing distributed (for each entity) low-level operations from high-level network goals.

1 Network Visibility at Scale
Data centers are modern factories behind the online services provided by big cloud companies (e.g., Google, Amazon,
Microsoft, etc.) to users across the world. Many of these services (e.g., Google search) have strict performance
requirements such as high bandwidth and low latency. To satisfy these requirements, network in data centers is
operated at a tremendous scale; built based on scale-out topologies with tens of thousands of commodity devices,
over a million links, and aggregate traffic can easily exceed 100 Tbps. As network size grows, it is increasingly
becoming hard to manage the network while meeting the performance requirements. In specific, network failures and
performance issues in such large-scale networks are inevitable causing major outages followed by services to go down.

While troubleshooting, it is necessary to understand what is going on in the network through a telemetry system.
The telemetry system collects network state information called as telemetry data, analyzes the data, and provides
answers to network operator queries. Since there are a variety of root causes (e.g., link failures, congestion, hardware
faults, routing loops, etc.), a telemetry system has to answer a diverse set of queries such as: Is there any packet went
through a path not allowed by the network policy? Why load balancing on links works poorly? Which faulty switch
or link dropping packets at random? Who did a packet share the links with at a given point of time?

Each of these queries requires different types of information which makes it hard to know in advance what infor-
mation to collect. Therefore, it is ideal to generate and collect fine-grained telemetry data (e.g., a tuple for every packet
at every switch with the timestamps of when a packet enters and leaves a switch queue) on short timescales, and run a
diverse set of queries that slice and dice the collected telemetry data. But, as size of the network grows, data collection
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and processing is expensive and technically challenging to scale the system to a large amount of traffic and to a large
number of switches and hosts.

Existing in-network approaches that exploit limited programmability at switches to collect and monitor telemetry
data provide high visibility into network events. But, these approaches often have high resource overheads (e.g.,
bandwidth, memory, and processing) while monitoring and collecting telemetry data, therefore not scalable. On
the other hand, end-host based approaches exploit the greater flexibility and resources at end-hosts (e.g., servers,
hypervisors) to collect and monitor telemetry data, thus scale well. But, they lack the benefits of network visibility
offered by in-network approaches.

The key observation is instead of implementing the debugging functionalities (i.e., monitor and collect) entirely
in-network or at end-hosts, we should carefully partition them between end-hosts and network elements such that we
can integrate the best of both worlds — network visibility of in-network approaches, and resources and flexibility
of end-host based approaches. Fortunately, in data center settings both the end-hosts and the network switches are
under the control of a single administrative domain, and it gives a unique opportunity to enable the division of labor
between them, offering unprecedented visibility without sacrificing scale. In specific, we could exploit: (1) constrained
topological structures in modern data center networks; (2) programmability at switches; and (3) many end-hosts with
more resources that give an opportunity to shard the work. Based on this observation, I designed and developed two
systems, PathDump [8] and SwitchPointer [9], and a trajectory tracing technique called CherryPick [7].

Interestingly, I observed that packet trajectory (i.e., the list of switches or links) together with per-path telemetry
data (e.g., packet headers, flow statistics, etc.) enables answering queries of up to 85% of network problems [2] dis-
cussed in several recent works. This motivates PathDump (see Figure 1(a)), a minimalistic tool that utilizes resources
at end-hosts for network debugging. To enable packet trajectory tracing, PathDump requires minimal functionality
to be implemented at switches — before forwarding a packet, switch embeds its identifier (i.e., switchID) into the
packet header. End-hosts upon receiving a packet, collect and maintain the per-flow per-path telemetry data. Hosts
also expose query service APIs that enable to trigger event-driven network anomalies (e.g., packet loss), and execute
on-demand queries on local telemetry data. Finally, a query aggregator slice and dice telemetry data stored within or
across end-hosts in a distributed manner for implementing powerful debugging functionalities. For example, we can
locate a faulty link dropping packets at random after correlating paths of victim flows going to different end-hosts.

Though PathDump scales by sharding work across many end-hosts, it is inefficient while aggregating data dis-
tributed across end-hosts and inadequate while answering performance related queries. This is because of two rea-
sons. First, since telemetry data is now distributed across hosts, except to ask everyone, it has no clue about where the
data relevant to a query (e.g., flows traversing a particular link) is located among too many hosts. Seconds, end-hosts
have limited visibility into network events (e.g., congestion, queuing delays) causing performance degradation in the
context of other traffic traversing the network.

SwitchPointer addresses the PathDump limitations with a simple design that treats switch memory as a directory
service. Switches divide time into epochs and maintain pointers to the end-hosts to which it has forwarded the packets
in each epoch. Also, switches embed their switchID and current epochID into the packet header such that the epochID
is used to approximately know the contending packets at individual switch links. End-hosts maintain a storage and
query service that allows filtering the headers for packets that match a (switchID, epochID) pair. When end-hosts
trigger spurious network events (e.g., high latency), a query aggregator uses pointers at switches to identify the end-
hosts with telemetry data relevant to debug the event.

In PathDump and SwitchPointer, every hop switch embeds telemetry data (i.e., switchID, epochID) into the packet
header. However, to work in real-time deployments with constraints on data plane resources (e.g., packet header
space, TCAM rules, etc.), it is important to efficiently encode information in the packet header. For data plane re-
source optimization, I developed a packet trajectory tracing technique called CherryPick [7]. CherryPick builds on
the observation that data center network topologies often well-structured. Instead of picking every link, CherryPick
selectively picks a subset of links that represents the end-to-end path. For example, in a FatTree topology with a simple
4-hop path, a single link connecting source agg-to-core switch is sufficient to reconstruct a complete end-to-end path,
since there exists only one path from core switch to the destination tor. A single link id and epoch id pair sampled at
a core switch give us a list of switches that a packet has visited and the flows present at the switch in that epoch. But,
it is hard to determine the epoch ids of other switches along the path. Thus, we should examine a range of epochs at
each switch due to uncertainty in epoch identification. The CherryPick technique supports commonly used data center
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Figure 1: (a) End-hosts in PathDump monitor and collect telemetry data, and expose APIs to execute on-demand
queries and trigger even-driven anomalies. SwitchPointer uses pointers at switches to identify end-hosts with
telemetry data relevant to debug an event. (b) Scout’s fault localization algorithm finds a minimum set of faulty
elements that explains most of the observed failures. (c) Contra automates control-loop (measurement, ana-
lyze, and control) by synthesizing distributed low-level operations from high-level routing policy, and generates
corresponding switch-level P4 code.

network topologies such as FatTree up to 90K and VL2 topology with 20K servers.

Contributions. The design choice of thinking about switch memory as a directory service rather than a data store
and using end-host resources to collect and monitor telemetry data allow to infer a large class of real-world network
problems [2] (e.g., DDoS, faulty links, heavy hitters, microbursts, etc) accurately and efficiently. The APIs and the
list of debugging applications supported are publicly available [2], and the code is open sourced [3]. CherryPick,
SwitchPointer, and PathDump are implemented into an end-to-end system that currently runs over a variety of network
testbeds comprising OpenFlow based commodity hardware switches and software switches at end-hosts. Evaluation
over real FatTree testbed demonstrates that they can monitor and debug network events at sub-second timescales while
requiring minimal switch and end-host resources and scale well. SwitchPointer supports up to 1 million end-hosts with
just 3.45 MB of switch memory and 1 Mbps of switch data plane and control plane bandwidth.

Impact. Several researchers have done follow-on work (e.g., dShark, NetBouncer, and 007 from Microsoft) that
further make PathDump more efficient. Another work (Confluo from UC Berkely and Cornell University) builds on
top of monitoring and collecting functionalities of PathDump at end-hosts. This work has been presented and discussed
with network and infrastructure operation teams at Google, AT&T, Cisco Systems, Morgan stanley, and Netronome.

2 Cross-layer Analysis
CherryPick, PathDump and SwitchPointer redesign the division of labor among network entities and create the data
needed to make troubleshooting fundamentally easier. Toward the kind of automation we need in Software-Defined
Networking (SDN), it is also important to identify bugs by doing analysis across layers present in SDN and system-
atically track down their root cause. In the context of SDN, there are mainly three layers: (1) a centralized policy
management system pushing operator-defined high-level policy configuration to the switches; (2) a local runtime sys-
tem on each switch translating the configuration into low-level TCAM rules; and (3) switch data plane that process
and forward traffic based on TCAM rules.

Errors that lurk during either policy translation (e.g., bugs, memory overflow, hardware failure, etc) or delivery
(e.g., communication problems), may lead to the incorrect deployment of a large number of low-level rules in network
devices. A single error can cause serious damage such as outage to business-critical services. Hence, the policy
deployment process in the context of SDN creates a new mode of failure. It is of the utmost importance to figure out
where in the stack the problem is, and who to blame when there is a mismatch between high-level intent and low-level
rules.

Understanding which part of the layer in the stack has been affected is extremely challenging as the operators
have to examine tens of thousands of low-level rules. In specific, current SDN policy management frameworks built
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low-level rules from dependencies among policy objects (in short, objects) present at each layer. An object represents
either a physical or logical entity such as a group of servers, switch, link, virtual routing function, access control rule
and so on. Our study on a production cluster reveals that changes to a single object can modify TCAM rules for
thousands of end-hosts. This implies that a fault even in deploying a single object can lead to a communication outage
for those numerous endpoints, and the operators observe too many failure signals. Today, it is a tedious process for
operators to examine all of the TCAM rules associated with the endpoints to identify the faulty object causing failures.
Thus, the operators require a fully-automated means to quickly nail down the objects impacted due to errors in either
policy translation or delivery.

There are lots of prior works focus on localizing link and node failures, but there are many more things as explained
earlier that can go wrong. So, we can turn this problem into a fault localization problem and find out the impaired
objects that the operator should further investigate. As in prior work, the fault localization problem is tackled using
risk modeling. Risk models are simple bipartite graphs that capture dependencies between risks (i.e., policy objects)
and nodes (e.g., endpoints or end-user applications) that can be affected by those risks. The low-level TCAM rules that
don’t match with the intent are considered as failures observed. Next, the risks and nodes associated with the observed
failures are annotated in the risk models. Using the annotated risk models, I devised a greedy fault localization
algorithm called Scout [10] (see Figure 1(b)) that outputs a hypothesis — a minimum set of most-likely faulty policy
objects that explains most of the observed failures. For example, if the problem is with deploying a specific policy
object at a switch, then Scout’s algorithm localizes the switch, corresponding switch-level local object, and most likely
physical failures that made the objects faulty (e.g., TCAM full, temporal disconnection, etc).

Impact and future work. I collaborated with researchers and engineers at Cisco Systems, San Francisco, USA,
for over a year as a visiting researcher and developed Scout. Scout successfully conducted cross-layer analysis and
pinpointed the cause for 80K alarms observed in a real production network cluster. Two US patents [4, 5] based on this
project are published and publicly available. As a first step, the project focused on network security policy deployment
failures. In the future, I want to investigate the application of Scout to other network policies such as routing, QoS,
and resource allocation.

3 Control-loop Automation
Self-driving networks introduce a new set of challenges and opportunities as the networks today merely lay the foun-
dations for such ambitious goals. Network control is largely derived based on measurement, but today measurement
remains decoupled from the control with the human in the middle of control-loop introducing uncertainty and the
possibility of errors. In contrast, operators could use fine-grained measurement to automate network control at scale.
Based on this observation, my goal is to get the humans out of the way by deriving and tightly integrating measure-
ment, inference, and control operations. Such derived operations monitor metrics relevant to a high-level policy goals
(e.g., traffic engineering, routing), perform necessary analysis, and execute the decisions. In my previous work, Scout
does cross-layer analysis in the context of SDN where a central high-level network-wide intent is translated to indi-
vidual device-level intent. Now, I close the control-loop by synthesizing distributed low-level operations to realize
high-level policy. This push is towards not just making things work correctly with debugging, but also by automating
the division of labor among network entities.

To realize this idea, I collaborated with researchers at Princeton University and Rice University and contributed to
the design and development of Contra [6], a general and programmable system for distributed load-sensitive routing.
Contra allows network operators to configure by describing the network topology as well as a high-level policy that
defines routing constraints (e.g., traffic should go through a series of middleboxes) and performance objectives (e.g.,
minimize latency and maximize throughput). Contra (see Figure 1(c)) then synthesizes and generates P4 programs
for programmable hardware-based switches in the network, which execute measure, analyze, and control operations
in a fully distributed fashion. Collectively, the programs implement a specialized version of a distance-vector routing
protocol that forwards traffic based on routing constraints and optimizes for the user-defined performance objectives.

This protocol operates by generating periodic probes that traverse policy-compliant paths and collect user-defined
performance metrics. Switches analyze the incoming probes and rank paths in real time, storing the current best next
hop to reach any given destination. Since the programs run in the data plane, switches can react to performance
changes quickly.
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Contributions. Contra has defined new programming abstractions, designed a novel performance-aware distance-
vector routing protocol, and developed compilation algorithms that generate switch-local P4 programs. The code of
Contra prototype is open sourced [1] after conducting thorough experiments. Contra scales to large networks, and
performance in terms of flow completion time is competitive with hand-crafted systems that have been customized for
specific topologies and policies.

4 Current and Future Directions
I believe changing the way networks work to make network management easier is important for supporting ever in-
creasing demands of modern applications — high performance, high availability, and high security. In this direction,
self-driving networks laid foundations, and my past work created basic building blocks to make the self-driving net-
work a reality. In the future, I like to build-up on these works and continue solving problems related to the self-driving
networks. Also, collaborate with other faculty members and contribute to the projects that require my expertise in
building efficient and scalable networked systems. I will briefly describe the ongoing and future projects that I
would like to continue to work at a new position.

Expanding Control-loop Automation Footprint
In a self-driving network, network operator specifies high-level network-wide policies (e.g., traffic engineering, rout-
ing), and the run-time system automatically generates corresponding measurement, inference, and control operations
to run on distributed network devices in the data plane. So far, Contra demonstrated the benefits of tight integration of
measurement and control operations via performance-aware routing in ultra-low latency networks (with small RTTs).
However, expanding such routing schemes to other types of networks (e.g., WAN, Cellular, etc), especially those with
large RTTs, while generalizing the underlying mechanisms to make them broadly applicable requires to address a new
set of challenges. I will briefly discuss the need for a new design and its challenges in the context of WAN networks.

For better performance and availability, large cloud providers (e.g., Google, Microsoft, etc) connect their data cen-
ter sites through multiple WAN network paths. Performance-aware load-balancing schemes take network congestion
feedback on each path (e.g., link with maximum utilization in a path) for every RTT, and then shift traffic towards a
destination from congested path to best path. Such simple mechanisms work well in the context of data center net-
works because RTT is very small (order of microseconds) giving a chance to react to network changes in almost real
time. However, WAN networks need a different mechanism as network feedback takes longer time to reach (RTT is in
the order of milliseconds), and holding on to a single best path for longer periods is inefficient; capacity available on
other slightly congested paths is not utilized for longer periods of time would result in sub-optimal performance.

I envision ContraWAN, which computes and adjusts weights of paths for every RTT based on path congestion
status (via monitoring), and the weights drive the percentage of traffic should be sent on each path. For example, the
weights are adjusted to send more traffic on less congested paths and less traffic on more congested paths. To make it
practical there are two non-trivial tasks to be supported in programmable switch data plane: (1) computation of path
weights; and (2) splitting traffic according to the weights. It is challenging to implement these tasks in the data plane
mainly due to the strict limits on instruction set (e.g., no floating point), available SRAM memory (i.e., tens of MBs),
and number of per-packet accesses to the state (e.g., number of reads and writes). I will address this challenge and
develop a performance-aware load-balancing mechanism that is broadly applicable to a variety of networks.

Debugging Programmable Networks
The ability to fully program the network data plane will have a profound impact in the coming years. Programmable
data planes allow operators to specify how a packet should be processed to meet the application demands. But the
downside is, such programmability increases software (e.g., compilers) complexity introducing bugs, which can trigger
network outages; recently faulty network routers cause the shutdown of two major airline operations. Therefore, it
is of great importance to verify whether network is behaving as expected in the presence of hard-to-catch bugs at a
layer opaque to the network operators. While Scout does cross-layer analysis, it is designed for SDN networks with
legacy fixed-function switch ASICs. In contrast, my goal is to verify SDN networks with the programmable data plane
switches. Though the set of techniques used in my previous works [7, 10] remains the same, but now they can be
applied to address problems in a new domain.
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As a first step, I will focus on a single network device programmed using P4 language, later I plan to extend it
for the network-wide setting. One common approach to validate that a P4 program deployed in a switch data plane is
behaving as intended by the operator is through offline testing: generate test cases (i.e., test packets) using symbolic
execution where the packets exercise a specific set of paths in the program. Then, compare if the path taken by a test
packet in the data plane is equivalent to the path in the program. However, it is impossible to generate test packets
that hit all possible paths for large programs in the real-world (e.g., switch.p4). Instead, an alternative approach is to
exploit the packets in actual traffic already going through the switch to continuously validate its consistency with the
path expected in the original program. The advantage of this online approach is, instead of testing only a fixed number
of predefined paths before deployment, we can track the path of every packet after deployment.

The main challenge for realizing online testing is to efficiently track every packet path at line rate. For this, we
could use well known path encoding techniques, such as Ball-Larus encoding, to efficiently encode and track all N
paths of a program with log(N)-bit variable. However, such encodings require all low-level data plane components
to modify the same variable which can create a large number of dependencies between the components. As a result,
it requires more resources than available in the switch data plane for path encoding. In this project, I will address
this challenge and develop low overhead data plane primitives necessary for tracking packet paths and build a tool for
detecting path violations automatically.

Intent-based Network Measurement
To make the right network control decisions (e.g., routing, traffic engineering, security) operators should understand
what is happening in the network. Today, most networks support bottom up approach for network telemetry; operators
collect information from individual devices (e.g., VMs, servers, and switches), aggregate the information, and analyze
further to debug network-wide problems (e.g., performance, faulty links). This bottom up approach not only consumes
a lot of resources (i.e., bandwidth, storage, and processing), but also highly manual as it requires operator’s expertise
to configure an individual device. Instead, I envision an intent-based network measurement platform that provides two
interfaces: (1) measurement abstractions for operators to write a wide variety of measurement queries (both event-
driven and on-demand) without worrying about how and where these queries are executed; and (2) a run time system
to match the queries with measurement primitives exposed by a range of network elements from VMs to hypervisors
to FPGA based smartNICs to programmable switches. Collectively, the system’s goal is to minimize measurement
overhead and automatically scale well by sharding the work across network elements.

The platform should support measurement queries on traffic at a selected location, and also network-wide queries
on packets and flows traversing different network paths. For example, debugging congestion at a location requires to
know a set of sources (e.g., switches) sending traffic, packet flows, flow sizes, and their paths. Measurement primitives
should be designed using novel data structures to be: (1) generic in answering a diverse set of queries; and (2) efficient
while processing packets under strict resource constraints. Moreover, we should also exploit the settings in which
networks operate to make the system scale and provide quality data. For example, data center operators have control
of both switches and hosts, that have different views and resource constraints. Whereas in ISP networks, there is
limited or no access to traffic sources, left us to run queries on measurement data generated at edge and core switches.

Beyond Managing Cloud Networks
Most of my past research work focuses on making networks easier to understand and manage in the context of cloud
networks, especially data center networks. The set of techniques used earlier could be applied to a broader set of
networks (e.g., ISP core, access, edge clouds, and IoTs). However, there are new challenges which require different
solutions as these networks have a new types of devices (e.g., NFVs in ISP and access, mobile phones in IoTs) with
different resource constraints and privacy constraints (e.g., user data to measure); battery lifetime and computation
power of IoT devices dictate the weight of measurement primitives (i.e., light or heavy) considering the trade-off
between quality of data and resources consumed; ever-increasing number of connected devices generate a tremendous
amount of measurement data, which requires efficient data reduction techniques to save bandwidth usage. Besides, a
new type of measurement queries (e.g., latency, security, etc) depending on management needs should be answered.
For example, debugging high latency or low throughput observed by end devices (e.g., robots, mobiles) due to events
triggered at the access-edge networks (e.g., the addition of new end devices and their functionality).
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